Who needs an asTech®
Diagnostic Service Check?
Does your car have any of the following features? If so, your car can
benefit from an asTech® diagnostic service check. The asTech® uses
OEM technology to ensure the sophisticated systems that make your
car comfortable and safe, work properly before and after a repair.

Standard Vehicle Systems

Creature Comforts

Advanced Driver Assists

Air Bags

Navigation Unit

Front Facing
RADAR / LIDAR

Seat Belts

Auto-Open
Doors & Lift Gate

Adaptive Cruise
Control

Traction Control

Bluetooth

Autonomous
Braking

Anti-lock
Braking Systems

Heads-Up
Display

Cross Traffic
Alert

Rear Camera

Power / Memory
Seats

Blind Spot
Monitor

Tire Pressure
Monitor Systems

Keyless Entry

Lane
Keep / Assist

Automatic
Headlights

Remote Start

Hybrid / Electric
Vehicle

If your car has these systems, talk to your repair
technician about getting an asTech® scan today.

Important questions you should ask about Diagnostic Services



Does the diagnostic service at this shop have access to your vehicle’s
original build data?
asTech® uses ONLY Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) factory scan tools. Only OEM tools
have access to your original vehicle build data and are designed to work with your specific vehicle.



How can you be sure the diagnostic service and software download came from
a properly licensed, up-to-date and paid for OEM subscription?
asTech® uses ONLY up-to-date OEM tools and includes the actual factory scan tool name on every report.



How can you be assured your repair facility is using a licensed OEM version
to reflash and reprogram a vehicle?
asTech® uses ONLY the latest OEM tools and will gladly provide proof of a valid OEM license
upon request.



How often are the OEM updates performed on the device? And is it true that
aftermarket scan devices are usually updated only twice a year?
asTech® updates its OEM factory scan tools daily! And, yes it is true, the best aftermarket device
providers in the world only update their tools twice a year. Many others only do it once a year.



Is any OEM software downloaded while the device is connected to the vehicle?
Yes. asTech® downloads updates in real-time, ensuring you receive the latest updates.



Does the device automatically provide information on OEM vehicle recall notices
and technical service bulletins?
asTech® has access to recall notices and TSB’s because it uses ONLY OEM factory scan tools.



Is the technician scanning my vehicle qualified to do so?
asTech® Technicians are ASE Certified and in many cases trained by the factory.



Is there any warranty or guarantee if there is an issue?
asTech® guarantees that vehicles receiving a completion scan will be DTC (diagnostic trouble
code) free for 3 business days or up to 250 miles, whichever comes first, following each repair.
In the event a vehicle experiences an issue, asTech® will pay up to 3 days’ rental expense and
$50 towards the cost of towing the vehicle back to the repair facility.
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